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Television and its impact on the moral values have been a hot topic among academics the last few years. Most attention for the relation between morality and television comes from authors in the field of media studies using an active audience approach to explain how people might actually learn something from the stories television tells us. While George Gerbner (1999) was afraid these television stories would decrease specific cultural values by teaching people a rather limited set of values, contemporary research is much more positive. Media studies’ approaches to popular culture have more often than not celebrated the active audiences and its uses of media as something good and revolutionary (cf., Hermes, 2005). The studies discussing television and its relation to the audiences’ morality comply with this positive tone. Using a constructivist perspective, within this field the use of television stories for the construction of a moral comprehension is investigated. These studies are, as will be discussed in the next paragraph, convincing.

It is, however, important not to forget that there exists a much older tradition investigating the relations between television and morality. Employing Lawrence Kohlberg’s elaborated work on morality, media psychologists have focused attention on children and adolescents and how they learn moral values from the television stories they are told (cf., Rosenkoetter, 2001). Contrary to the field of media studies, media psychologists have mostly argued that television has a negative impact on its audience. Within this field, effects of media on moral values and beliefs are investigated. These studies are also convincing, as will become apparent in the next paragraph.

The two academic fields described above usually circumvent communication and cooperation with each other. In this paper I will argue that their different belief systems are reconcilable. When it comes to studying the relation between television and morality, we do find similarities between the two traditions, besides distinctive differences. Furthermore, I will argue that integrating their particular perspectives and views enables us to understand how audiences use television stories to learn their moral values much better than the singular perspectives do. First I will shortly explain the key points of both lines of thought. Second, I will show the differences but more importantly also the similarities between the two traditions and what the first steps towards an integration of approaches could be.
social perspectives, however, are important to define the moral stages (cf., Krebs & Gillmore, 1982; Kohlberg, 1984).

The six moral stages can thus be defined on three levels:

Table: Kohlberg’s moral stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Moral Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Pre-conventional Level</td>
<td>Heteronomous Morality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Conventional Level</td>
<td>Instrumental Morality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Post-conventional Level</td>
<td>Interpersonal Expectations and Conformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social System and Conscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Contract or Individual Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universal Ethical Principles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the first moral stage a child shows moral behaviour – doing the right thing – to avoid punishment. In the second stage, rules are followed simply because they are the rules. Most children under the age of nine are developed up till the second stage. Adolescents up till 20 years of age are found on the conventional level, and thus in moral stages three and four. In the third stage the individual does the right thing because he or she wants to be good in the eyes of others as well as in her or his own eyes. In the fourth stage the individual gets a sense of the greater good: the importance of keeping the system running. Moral choices are made because they contribute to the societal system as it is. After the age of 20, the post-conventional level can be reached. In the fifth moral stage a sense of the social contract becomes apparent to the individual. In the sixth stage a personal commitment to moral values is felt. Moral choices are then made because of a certain value that is more important than social rules and conventions. Once a certain moral stage is reached, an individual can never fall back in a previous one. Additionally, the last moral stage, Universal Ethical Principle, is only reached by some individuals. Most adults are therefore found in the fourth and fifth stage.

There are two perspectives that I would like to point out that are of importance to the use of Kohlberg’s theory by media psychologists: the concept of age and the concepts of logical and social development. The concept of age is, on the one hand, apparent and, on the other hand, opaque in Kohlberg’s theory. Kohlberg (1984) has set quite clear age limits to the several stages an individual moves through. These limits are based on the logical and social development of the individual and are therefore comprehensible. These limits however, also indicate that moral development is finished around the age of 25. There are a few exceptions to this development, such as criminal offenders. This implicitly means, and that is where the concept of age is much more opaque, that a human does not morally develop after a certain age. This point of view is at the very least debatable. There are many examples of people much
older who make life-changing decisions based on a change in their moral perceptions and moral reasoning capacities (cf., Krijnen, 2007). Nevertheless, the age limits do explain the enormous amount of attention on children and adolescents when studying the effects of television on morality.

The second perspective of importance is development of logical reasoning and social perspective. These are crucial to the moral stage an individual reaches. It is on these two concepts that media psychologist usually concentrate. Television stories can, for example, show the individual how others feel or which role they have in society—thus developing a social perspective. For example, Nancy Signorelli has studied intensively the context of television in terms such as gender roles, family roles, and values, including recognition and respect (Signorelli, 1982; Signorelli & Bascoe, 1999; Signorelli & Morgan, 2001). Additionally, media psychologists also concentrate on lessons of how society works that are found in television—thus enhancing a grasp of elements of the system. Heintz-Knowles (2001), for example, shows how television stories represent the western society in which the private and public spheres conflict with one another. It is important to note that these studies often concentrate on the content of television. The underlying assumption in these kinds of studies is that people develop a social perspective along the lines of the concepts investigated. These studies seem to prove that television stories have an effect on moral reasoning, but it is still unclear how large the role of television actually is (cf., Rosenvinge, 2001).

Though it is now clear why media psychologists concentrate on young children and how Kohlberg's theory can be connected to theories on the effect of television, it is not clear why media psychologists more often than not have a negative view of the effects of television on moral reasoning. As described before, we find almost no trace of this negative effect of television in the field of media studies.

2. Media Studies and Morality

In the field of media studies, the interest in relationship between television and morality is quite recent. Building upon a tradition of viewing popular television as adding something positive to the everyday lives of audiences, scholars focus on what might be called the reflexive function of television (cf., Coolen, 1997). For the purposes of this paper it is important to explicate two concepts: the active audience and this reflexive function of television.

The active audience is maybe not so much a concept as a founding principle of media studies. Its early roots are found in theories on media use. In trying to understand why media effects are so much smaller than expected, scholars focused on the role of the audience, using these media. The early onset was what is now called the Uses & Gratifications approach (cf., Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch, 1974). In the (overly) simplified version, this theory proposes an audience that has certain desires that are in need of gratification. Individuals are thought to select media content on the basis of their own desires. The impact of the media content is therefore dependent on

the needs that are gratified. The audience is considered very active (and powerful). Critiquing this conception of media use, Früh and Schönbach (1982) propose the ‘dynamic-transactional-model’ in which both media content and the individual, the recipient of this content, are important for the impact of media. The media use is thus not only defined by the needs or desires of the individual but also by media content. The audience therefore is less powerful, and also less active than in the traditional uses and gratifications approach.

The dynamic-transactional model has quite a few similarities with a model developed around the same time: the encoding/decoding model (cf., Hall, 1973). The emphasis of the latter is on understanding how audiences understand the content of media and not so much on identifying media impact. Adopting a social constructionist point of view, the encoding/decoding model also proposes an ‘interaction’ between content and recipient. The encoder constructs a message that is deconstructed by the decoder. Both are thus responsible for the meaning of the media message (and we might assume this is one way of looking at impact).

The second important concept that is in need of explanation is the idea of the reflexive function of television. This reflexive function of television is much more novel than the idea of the active audience and stems from philosophical work on narratives (cf., Bruner, 1987; Rorty, 1989; Bruner, 1991; Nussbaum, 2001). Narratives, or in our case television stories, enable the reader to reflect on questions revolving around (moral) issues, situations, people, and events encountered in everyday life. Television stories confront their audiences with different perspectives, opinions, characters, and character’s motivations. This confrontation is assumed to engage the audiences into reflecting upon these perspectives, opinions, characters and their motivations. Connecting this narrative function to television stories has just been done recently (cf., Coolen, 1997, 2001; Hawkins, 2001; Slade, 2002; Hill, 2005; Krijnen, 2007).

As the reader might already have noticed, within media studies it is much harder to find the shared conception of morality. Some authors only refer to a Foucauldian idea of ethics. Hawkins (2001) and Hill (2005), for example, discuss how reality television might induce its audience to reflect on 'the good life' and Foucault's conception of governmentality. Other authors have a much wider conception of morality. For example, Slade (2002) shows how different television genres offer different ethical, or moral questions, to their viewers. Nevertheless, the perspectives on the relationship between morality and television have one thing in common: they seem to concentrate on other human beings and how the audience can be familiarized with other people, norms and values, and perspectives. Unfortunately, this commonality does not explain why the contribution of television stories to the morality of their audiences should be viewed as positive. On the contrary, with an average of several hours of television viewing per day, one might wonder why there are so many problems with different groups in society. Additionally, what is striking is that none of the authors discusses Kohlberg's elaborated theory on moral develop-
3. On Differences

Now that the two traditions are outlined, rather cruelly but suitably my goal, the similarities and differences between media psychologists and media studies authors on their approaches to the relationship between television and morality can be explained. The differences are explicated first, followed by the similarities.

The differences between approaches on morality and television between authors from the field of media psychology and the field of media studies can be illustrated by three points: conceptions of morality, conception of human beings, and the conception of development of morality.

First, the conception of morality encompasses a major difference between the two traditions. As mentioned earlier, while media psychologists adopt Kohlberg's theory on moral development within the field of media studies, a clear conception of morality is difficult to distinguish. Clarifying Kohlberg's implicit conception of morality is, however, helpful to elucidate the conception of morality in media studies.

A close-reading of Kohlberg's moral stages, as explained earlier in this text, makes apparent the Kantian conception of morality underlying Kohlberg's ideas. Following rules and having obligations towards others and towards society are dominant in the third, fourth and fifth moral stage. Explaining the sixth moral stage, the stage in which the individual feels a personal attachment to universal principles, Kohlberg (1984) implicitly underscores the existence and validity of such moral principles. These principles are more commonly known as Immanuel Kant's (1795), categorical imperatives' and connect to a universal approach on morality (cf., Rachels, 2003). The conception of moral reasoning can thus be formulated in terms of independent, rational individuals who have the same rights and obligations towards one another. The solutions for moral issues are based on moral rules that are applied independently of the particular situation.

Within the field of media studies, this is not exactly what is understood as morality. A social-conceptualist point of view prevents one from offering a priori rules and principles as a starting point. Morality in media studies is always understood as a dynamic concept for which the meaning is subject to change and interpretation. This conception connects to a relativist approach to morality (cf., Rachels, 2003). Often the term 'ethics' is used to refer to reflecting upon what is good and what is bad, and 'morality' is used to refer to the behavior that is a result of such reflection (cf., Poole, 1992). Therefore, morality is not applicable to every other individual but rather is personal and subjective.

A second major difference is found in the conception of human beings. In the tradition of media psychology, a human is perceived as a rational, independent being. Conceiving of rules and obligations that apply to everyone and acting upon such rules fails to acknowledge the significance of situational factors. In other words, it implies that humans are all born equal with the same opportunities. This is, of course, also a traditional conception of the individual within morality.

This conception of human beings is entirely the opposite of the conception found in media studies. Here the individual is perceived as uniquely situated within his or her personal history and social situation. This means that human beings are not all equal within society. Societal constructs hinder or facilitate everybody in their development in different ways. Moral rules and principles then, which are perceived as constraints already, do not apply to everyone. The idea of social-historical situationalism prevents one from arguing that everyone has the same obligations or should obey the same moral rules.

The development of moral reasoning is the third major difference found between the two traditions. The difference can be identified as either gradual or dynamic. The gradual development of morality is implied by Kohlberg's moral stages. The six stages are formulated each with distinct features. The more an individual advances through the several logical and social phases, the further he or she advances in moral stages. The stages further have clear boundaries: reaching one stage means never going back to a previous one. This gradual development indicates growth (a positive sense of one's moral reasoning getting better) but also an end goal, using universal principles as one's guideline for morality.

The dynamic development of morality as found in the field of media studies has no stages with clear boundaries or distinct features. Morality is defined as the result of ethical reflection. Moral growth is always possible and has an explicit end goal. I would like to argue that this indistinctiveness of the conception of morality in the field of media studies is exactly where a similarity with media psychology might be found.

4. On Similarities

The similarities between the media psychologists' and media studies' approaches to the relationship between television and morality are less obvious than are the differences. We can, however, distinguish two major similarities: the role of the social environment and the development of empathy.

The field of media studies is rather unambiguous with regard to the role of the social environment. It is here that the identity of the individual is seen as constructed by his or her personal and unique history and social background (cf., Hall, 1973). According to media studies scholars, it does matter, for example, in which place one is born and what kind of parents one has been blessed (or not blessed) with. Furthermore, social environment is also crucial to the construction of one's moral reasoning. It is the social environment that the individual is 'socialized' in (Pliska, 1987). The norms and values of the society one is born into are the norms and values one is taught. Of course, by reflecting upon those norms and values, an individual may
choose to disagree and change his or her opinion, but the starting point is always the social environment and what it brings to us.

Media psychologists do not explicitly state the importance of the social environment to the development of moral reasoning. They do, however, follow Kohlberg (1984) in his ideas of the necessity of social development for moral reasoning. The individual has to understand his or her place in relation to others and in the social system to be able to develop advanced moral reasoning. This social development is logically connected to the social environment. Children and adolescents need to learn what their position in society and in relation to others is. It is by experience that humans develop on a social level. We learn in the playgrounds of kindergarten that sharing a toy delivers more pleasure than fighting over the toy. Socialisation, pre-eminently a media psychology concept, might be implicit, but it is just as important in this tradition as is in media studies. It is even very similar, since socialisation is also dependent on, for example, in which place one is born and what kind of parents one has. Do the parents set a good example, and do they reward good behavior?

Connected to the role of the social environment is the development of a capacity for empathy. Media studies scholars focus most of their attention on how television stories teach their audiences how other people feel, think, motivate their decisions, and so forth. The reflection on the other is usually meant, as Nussbaum (1997) formulates this most eloquently, to develop the understanding that any human should be attributed emotions, feelings, and thoughts similar to one’s own, but also that there are evident limits to each person’s access to every other. This perspective has consequences for moral reasoning. When pondering a moral situation, we have to think about how the other person involved might feel, what their motivations are, and that these are similar to our own. Moral reasoning thus becomes involved with care and empathy for others.

The development of empathy is, in my opinion, just as important in the conception of moral reasoning of media psychologists. The conception of morality as based on objective rules and principles at first seems to have nothing to do with empathy. On closer consideration, however, we find a few strong indicators. The individual develops a sense of interdependency with other individuals. It is, next to socialization, also the knowledge of relationships with other people that is developed in the subsequent social phases (cf. Kohlberg, 1984). This knowledge is translated in the needs and feelings of others. It is the attempt to put oneself in someone else’s position that is part of these social phases. The understanding of one’s own position in relation to others is similar to developing a sense of empathy. It is attributing thoughts and feelings similar to one’s own to other people while simultaneously understanding that other people might be different.
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5. Conclusion

Above I have (roughly) sketched two dominant approaches to the relationship between television and the development of morality in the field of communication science. Scholars from each tradition usually converse and discuss their ideas with colleagues and friends within their own tradition. While one tradition regards television habitually as something negative in society, the other celebrates the positive contributions of the medium. Though the differences seem large, the similarities are also quite easily found. I would like to argue that both traditions unnecessarily hold on to myths regarding the relation between television and society. As Schönbach (2000) argues, holding on to myths is tempting since they make it so much easier to explain the world. However, the relation between television and its audiences is complex and cannot be explained that easily. Neither tradition is right or wrong about the relationship between television and morality. I believe that an integration of approaches would be fruitful in the process of de-mystifying television’s contribution to society’s morality. There are a few steps that are necessary to take.

The first step in integrating both approaches would be to overcome the universal versus relativist perspective on morality. Taken to the extreme, both perspectives cause problems. A universal perspective formulates a priori values applicable to each and every human being. This means that we have to decide on which values are the good ones. This is an impossible task, even when we look at everyday life issues such as lying. If we define lying as ultimately wrong, then we have to tell our friend who has a different taste in clothing that the shirt just bought looks awful. A relativist perspective is just as impossible to uphold. It means, for example, that it is very hard to judge any behavior as right or wrong.

Overcoming these contradictory views enables an integration of approaches. The media psychologists would open up towards the possibility of positive contributions of television to morality and the dynamic nature of the concept. Television especially shows manifold perspectives and possibilities in any situation as well as the consequences of certain decisions. The difference between a white lie and a black one could become acceptable. Media studies scholars would grasp that, implicit in their own constructivist and celebration of popular television, there is a universal value they all pursue: the understanding of each other. Using a constructivist point of view, they emphasize over and over again the dynamic nature of morality. At the same time, the constructivist approaches on morality and television are quite clear on what is, at least morally, preferable: accepting each other in difference.

The second step that needs to be taken to integrate the approaches is to overcome the difference in the conceptualization of the individual. While media psychologists adopt an approach that formulates humans as all born equal, media studies scholars adopt an opposite perspective. Again, I believe the answer is found somewhere in the middle. Though we should all be born equal, we do not all have the same opportunities. This is valid in a global perspective: being born in Botswana means having different opportunities and possibilities than being born in the Nether-
lands. It is also a valid thought in a local perspective: being born in the Netherlands as a indigenous Dutch person or as a Moroccan-Dutch person unfortunately does mean different opportunities and possibilities. On the other hand, this global and local perspective immediately points to the complexity of the social-historical situation. Sometimes it does mean similar opportunities and possibilities.

Understanding this complexity could help media studies scholars to transgress the emphasis on differences and uniqueness. Acknowledging similarity could lead to an understanding of what people have in common instead of explanations as to why they are different. In the meanwhile, media psychologists could learn to acknowledge that the social-historical situation does matter and that blindly following the rules maybe is rather naïve. A more pragmatic perspective on morality could be the result. It would be one in which the situation and motivations of people involved are weighed when a moral judgment is made.

These are just the first two steps that I believe are necessary to start to understand the relationship between television and morality in all its complexity. Many other steps might be necessary, but I believe that a good start is found in trying to be good philosophers: to live by what one preaches. For media studies scholars, this would mean understanding their own constructs and underlying bedrock assumptions. For media psychologists, this would mean understanding one’s own position in relation to others.
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